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ABSTRACT

How are communities in real multi-aspect or multi-view graphs
structured? How we can effectively and concisely summarize and
explore those communities in a high-dimensional, multi-aspect
graph without losing important information? State-of-the-art stud-
ies focused on patterns in single graphs, identifying structures in a
single snapshot of a large network or in time evolving graphs and
stitch them over time.

However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no method that
discovers and summarizes community structure from amulti-aspect
graph, by jointly leveraging information from all aspects. State-of-
the-art in multi-aspect/tensor community extraction is limited to
discovering clique structure in the extracted communities, or even
worse, imposing clique structure where it does not exist.

In this paper we bridge that gap by empowering tensor-based
methods to extract rich community structure from multi-aspect
graphs. In particular, we introduce cLL1, a novel constrained Block
Term Tensor Decomposition, that is generally capable of extract-
ing higher than rank-1 but still interpretable structure from a
multi-aspect dataset. Subsequently, we propose RichCom, a commu-
nity structure extraction and summarization algorithm that lever-
ages cLL1 to identify rich community structure (e.g., cliques, stars,
chains, etc) while leveraging higher-order correlations between the
different aspects of the graph.

Our contributions are four-fold: (a) Novel algorithm: we de-
velop cLL1, an efficient framework to extract rich and interpretable
structure from general multi-aspect data; (b) Graph summariza-

tion and exploration: we provide RichCom, a summarization and
encoding scheme to discover and explore structures of communities
identified by cLL1; (c)Multi-aspect graph generator: we provide
a simple and effective synthetic multi-aspect graph generator, and
(d) Real-world utility: we present empirical results on small and
large real datasets that demonstrate performance on par or superior
to existing state-of-the-art.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Multi-aspect graphs emerge in various applications, as diverse as
biomedical imaging [18], social networks [24], computer vision
[44], recommender systems [22], and communication networks
[25], and are generally shaped using high-order tensors [20]. A
simple example of such multi-aspect graph could be a three-mode
tensor, where each different aspect, represented by a frontal slice
of the tensor, is the adjacency matrix of a social network under a
differentmeans of communication. Each such aspect of the data is an
impression of the same underlying phenomenon e.g, the formation
of friendship in social networks or evolution of communities over
time.

Even though there has been a significant focus on graph mining
and community detection for single graphs [11, 26, 43], incorpo-
rating different aspects of the graph has only recently received
attention [3, 12, 13, 32]. In fact, taking into account all aspects of a
graph has been shown to lead to better results compared to “two-
dimensional” counterparts [12, 13, 32]. The problem we address in
this paper is the following: Given a multi-aspect graph, say, an air
traffic networks of airlines like European-ATN [19], how can we
efficiently describe and summarize its community structure? The
heart of this paper is finding and visualizing the structures (e.g.,
clique, chain, star etc.) of communities in multi-aspect/layer graphs
via tensor decomposition approach, in order to get a better insight
of their properties.

To the best of our knowledge, the state-of-the-art [21] focuses
on a single graph and provide vocabulary (e.g clique, star) of graph
primitives using the Minimum Description Length (MDL) princi-
ple. The paper [38] is further extension of [21] for dynamic graphs
and stitching the temporal patterns in the time-evolving scenario.
These methods [21, 38], even though they are offering very valu-
able insights, but they are either focus on a single graph or find
community structure in single graph and then track them over time.
We propose a tensor-based method. A simple but interpretable
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC tensor decomposition [2, 6, 14], aka CP
(see Def. 7) method is well known and studied in the literature.
The fundamental road-block in traditional exploratory tensor de-
composition (CP [2, 6, 14] and Tucker [41]) analysis, is that the
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Figure 1: A toy example of RichCom: It decomposes the multi-

aspect data and identifies non-overlapping as well as overlapping

sets of nodes, that form sub-tensors and resultant structures like

cliques, bi-bipartite, chains, stars etc. are encoded and visualized.

only form of latent structure it can discover is rank-1. Consider a
time-evolving or a multi-aspect graph [13, 32], both of which can
be expressed as a set of adjacency matrices, forming a third-order
tensorX. These decompositions can only discover rank-1 structures
in the graph, which translate into dense cliques; even if the real
underlying structure in the graph is not a clique but, say, a star, CP
is unable to extract it, and in the best case it will approximate it as a
near-clique, or in the worst case it will fail to identify it. In the signal
processing literature there exists the Block Term Decomposition
(BTD) [8, 9] which shows promise; a form of BTD is the (L,L, 1)
decomposition[10]: X ≈

∑R
r=1(Ar · BTr ) ◦ cr where Ar and Br have

L columns, and which essentially extracts rank-L structures in the
first two dimensions. In this paper, we adapt and extend this less
well-known tensor model, the Block Term Decomposition-(L,L, 1)
(see Def. 10), to that end. This model holds potential for “general”
multi-aspect graph exploration, where structure is richer than rank-
1 but we still wish to have interpretable results. Note that paper
does not focus on the community detection in data and it is out of
scope of work. Here, after block term tensor decomposition, each
latent component is considered as community and we focus on
detecting structures of those communities.

Motivation : The motivation behind RichCom is that exploring
a high-dimensional, multi-aspect graph is impossible to do manu-
ally. Thus, extraction and visualization of the main communities
within such a graph is an important tool towards enabling multi-
aspect graph exploration and a handful of simple structures could
be easily understood, and often meaningful. Figure 2 is an illustrat-
ing example of RichCom, where the most ’important’ sub-tensor
that provides EU-Air Traffic Network’s summary is semantically
interesting. Here, importance is computed based on MDL approach
explained in Section (4.2). Alleviating the limitations of existing
approaches, this paper presents cLL1 a novel factorization model
using constrained Block Term Decomposition-rank (L,L, 1) to ac-
count for the multi-aspect graph’s structures. Using cLL1, factors
are estimated via a novel algorithm based on the alternating opti-
mization and alternating method of multipliers (AO-ADMM) and
RichCom is used for encoding cost to discover community struc-
tures entries in the data and our contributions can be summarized
as:

• C1: Novel Problem Formulation : We formulate the ex-
ploration and discovery of rich structures in multi-aspect
graphs using a novel tensor modeling as shown in Figure 1.
• C2: Novel and Effective Framework: We introduce novel
constrained LL1-tensor decomposition cLL1 and alternating
optimization and alternating direction method of multipli-
ers (AO-ADMM) is also developed that recovers the non-
negative and sparse factors.
• C3: Real-World Utility : Finally, the proposed decomposi-
tion approach enables discovery of community structures via
RichCom on tensor by using the recovered factors. We pro-
vide qualitative analysis of RichCom on synthetic and real,
public multi-aspect datasets consisting up to thousands of
edges. Experiments testify RichCom spots interesting struc-
tures like ‘stars’ and ‘cliques’ in the European Air Traffic
Network (ATN) data (See Fig. 2).

Reproducibility: We make our Python and MATLAB implemen-
tation publicly available Link1. Furthermore, graph and tensor gen-
erator along with the small size dataset we use for evaluation are
also available at the same link.

2 PRELIMINARIES

Table 1 contains the symbols used throughout the paper. Before
we conceptualize the problem that our paper deals with, we define
certain terms which are necessary to set up the problem.

Symbols Definition

X a tensor
X a matrix (uppercase, bold letter)
x a column vector (lowercase, bold letter)
x a scalar (lowercase, italic letter)
X† pseudo-inverse of matrix X
X(n) mode-n matricization of a tensor X
∥X∥F frobenius norm of X
R , L rank of tensor X, #components of matrix X
• Tucker mode-1 product

tenmat (X, n) a matrix form of a tensor X in given mode n
Table 1: Table of symbols and their description

2.1 Basic definitions

Definition 1. Outer product of two vectors a andb of dimensions
I and J , respectively is defined as:

a ◦ b = abT (1)

and their outer product is an I × J matrix.

Definition 2. Tensor[20, 33]: A tensor is a higher order gener-
alization of a matrix. An N -mode2 tensor X ∈ RI1×I1 · · ·×IN is the
outer product of N vectors, as given in equation 2,

X = a1 ◦ a2 · · · ◦ aN (2)

essentially indexed by N variables i.e. (a1, a2 . . . , aN ). The outer
product 3-mode tensorX of vectors (a, b, c) can be written as xi jk =
aibjck for all values of the indices.
1http://www.cs.ucr.edu/~egujr001/ucr/madlab/src/richcom.zip
2Notice that the literature (and thereby this paper) uses the above terms as well as
"order" interchangeably.

http://www.cs.ucr.edu/~egujr001/ucr/madlab/src/richcom.zip
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Figure 2: RichCom finds meaningful structures in EU-Airline dataset as (a) we show the adjacency matrix created from factors over multiple

views showing RichCom able to find stable decompositions and detect various structures, (b) An example of ATN network of a major airline’s

(e.g. KLM) operating airport forming star structures and, (c) the network of a low-fare (low-cost) airline’s (e.g. Ryanair) air traffic forming

clique structure. In each aspect, the airports with the highest degree (hubs) are highlighted.

Definition 3. Rank-1 A N -mode tensor is of rank-1 if it can be
strictly decomposed into the outer product of N vectors. Therefore,
we add different scaling of a sub-tensor as we introduce more modes
when reconstructing the full tensor. A rank-1 3-mode tensor can
be written as X = a ◦ b ◦ c. A pictorial view of the rank-1 concept
is shown in Figure (3).

Figure 3: A rank-1 mode-3 tensor.

The rank of a tensor rank(X) = R is defined as the minimum
number of rank-1 tensors which are needed to produce X as their
sum.

Definition 4. Kronecker product[33] is denoted by symbol ⊗ and
the Kronecker product of two matrices A ∈ RI×L and B ∈ RJ×L

results in matrix size of (I J × L2) and it is defined as:

A ⊗ B =


a11B a12B . . . a1LB
a21B a22B . . . a2LB
...

...
...

aI1B aI2B . . . aI LB


(3)

Definition 5. Column-wise Khatri-Rao product[33] : It is de-
noted by symbol ⊙c and the column-wise Khatri-Rao product of
two matrices A ∈ RI×L and B ∈ RJ×L , A ⊙c B ∈ RI J×L is defined
as:

A ⊙c B =
[
a1 ⊗ b1 a2 ⊗ b2 . . . aL ⊗ bL

]
(4)

In case of a and b are in vector form, then the Kronecker and
column-wise Khatri-Rao products are same, i.e., a ⊗ b = a ⊙c b

Definition 6. Partition-wise Kronecker product [28] : Let A =
[A1 A2 . . .AR ] ∈ R

I×LR and B = [B1 B2 . . .BR ] ∈ RI×LR are
two partitioned matrices. The partition-wise Kronecker product is
defined by:

A ⊙ B =
[
A1 ⊗ B1 A2 ⊗ B2 . . . AR ⊗ BR

]
(5)

Definition 7. CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP)[2, 6, 14]: The CP
decomposition of a N -mode tensor X ∈ RI1×I1 · · ·×IN with Rank R
is defined as the sum of outer product rank-1 components:

X =
R∑
r=1

a(r )1 ◦ a
(r )
2 · · · ◦ a

(r )
N (6)

The factor matrices (A1,A2, . . . ,AN ) are the combination of the
vectors from the rank-1 components:

Ai = [a
(1)
i a(2)i . . . a

(R)
i ] (7)

Definition 8. Tucker Decomposition[41] : A decomposition of
a 3-mode tensor X ∈ RI×J×K with Rank P ,Q, and R is defined as
the sum of outer product rank-1 components and one small core
tensor G ∈ RP×Q×R :

X ≈ G •1 A •2 B •3 C =
P∑
p=1

Q∑
q=1

R∑
r=1

дpqr ap ◦ bq ◦ cr (8)

Definition 9. BTD - (L,M,N ) : De Lathauwer at et. [8, 9] introduce
a new type of tensor decomposition that unifies the Tucker and
the CP decomposition and refereed as Block Term Decomposition
(BTD). The BTD of a 3-mode tensor X ∈ RI×J×K , shown in figure
4, is a sum of rank-(L, M, N) terms is a represented as:

X ≈
R∑
r=1
Gr •1 Ar •2 Br •3 Cr (9)

The factor matrices (A,B,C) is defined as A = [A1 A2 . . .AR ] ∈

+ ……….I

J

K

=

Figure 4: BTD -(L, M, N) for a third-order tensor X ∈ RI×J×K .

RI×LR , B = [B1 B2 . . .BR ] ∈ RJ×MR and C = [C1 C2 . . .CR ] ∈
RK×NR . The small core tensors Gr ∈ RL×M×N are full rank-
(L,M,N ). If R=1, then Block-term and Tucker decompositions are
same.
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Definition 10. BTD-(L, L, 1)[10] : The LL1-decomposition of a
3-mode tensor X ∈ RI×J×K with tensor rank R is a sum of blocks
with rank-(Lr ,Lr , 1), is a represented as:

X ≈
R∑
r=1
(Ar · BTr ) ◦ cr (10)

where factor blocks Ar ∈ RI×Lr and the matrix Br ∈ R
J×Lr are

both rank-Lr , 1 ≤ r ≤ R. Here, the factor matrices (A,B,C) is of
dimension A = [A1 A2 . . .AR ] ∈ R

I×LR , B = [B1 B2 . . .BR ] ∈
RJ×LR and C = [c1 c2 . . . cR ] ∈ RK×R . The (L × L) identity matrix
is represented by IL×L . 1L is a column vector of all ones of length L.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a multi-aspect graph, where each frontal slice of a ten-
sor is a snapshot of the adjacency matrix at a given time point
or a different aspect of user relation (e.g., “calls”, “text”, etc). A
typical application here is the extraction of communities in the
graph and their evolution over time. Traditionally, one would take
a CP decomposition of the tensor, where each rank-one component
would map to each community; furthermore, the values on the ar
and br vectors (corresponding to the two dimensions of the nodes
in our graph) would give the membership of each node to each
community. This method has been shown to be very accurate in
extracting community memberships [5, 13, 32], however, it is not
able to identify the shape of the sub-graph that defines the com-
munity. As we argue in the introduction (Sec. 1) of this paper, the
reconstructed adjacency matrix of the r − th community will be
arb

T
r which is a rank-1 block, corresponding to a clique. Therefore,

CP imposes clique structure to all communities, which need not
be true, and may result in false conclusions. On the other hand, a
BTD-(L, L, 1) is able to extract higher rank-1 components in the
first two modes, providing flexibility in extracting richer structure
in the multi-aspect graph.

The problem that we solve is the following:

Given: a multi-aspect graph given as a higher-order tensor
X and S as structure vocabulary:
• extract latent components ofXwhich allow for higher
than rank-1 in the first two modes,
• find a set of possibly overlapping sub-tensors
{T1,T2 . . . TR } with minimal encoded length (average
bits) i.e. B(Si ) + B(Err )
• to briefly describe the given multi-aspect graph com-
munities structure in a efficient and scalable fashion.

4 PROPOSED METHOD: RICHCOM

Given X, this section proposes the constrained LL1 decomposi-
tion in order to factorize the multi-aspect graph or tensor into its
constituent community-revealing factors and provide community
structure’s encoding formulation. We focus on a third-order tensor
X ∈ RI×J×K for our problem and its loss function formulation is
given by:

LS(X,A,B,C) = argmin
A,B,C

| |X −
R∑
r=1
(Ar · BTr ) ◦ cr | |

2
F (11)

The above Eq. (11) in its non-convex optimization form can be
solved as:

{A,B,C} ← argmin
A,B,C

LS(X,A,B,C) + r (A) + r (B) + r (C) (12)

where r(.) is a penalty or constrained function. Instead of solving
(12) for the all three factors at once, we can use least square method
by fixing all factor matrices but solve one each at a time. Thus
the problem is converted into three coupled linear least-squares
sub-problems. A very well-suited optimization framework, that has

= +……++

Figure 5: Proposed constrained -(L, L, 1) for a third-order tensor X ∈
RI×J×K . Here, r(.) represents constraint or penalty function on each

block.

shown promise in other, simpler tensor models [1, 16, 39], is the
Alternating Method of Multipliers [4], applied in an alternating
optimization fashion. In the next subsection we derive and describe
our optimization method in detail.

4.1 Solving the cLL1

In the proposed framework, each step consists of fixing two factors
and minimizing the sub-problem with respect to the third factor. In
this section, we provide solver for tackling the problem efficiently.

4.1.1 Factor A update. Consider first the update of factor A =
[A1 A2 . . .AR ] ∈ R

I×LR at iteration k , obtained after fixing B =
B(k−1) andC = C(k−1) and solving the corresponding minimization.
The arising sub-problem, after manipulation can be re-written as:

A(k ) ← argmin
A
[(B(k−1) ⊙ C(k−1))† · X(1)]

T (13)

where X(1) = (B ⊙ C)AT is a metricized reshaping of the tensor

X in mode-1. Also B(k−1) ⊙ C(k−1) := [(B(k−1)1 ⊗ c(k−1)1 ) (B(k−1)2 ⊗

c(k−1)2 ) . . . (B(k−1)R ⊗ c(k−1)R )] is the partition-wise Kronecker prod-
uct of B(k−1) and C(k−1), where B(k−1)r denotes partitioned matrix
r of B(k−1) and c(k−1)r denotes column r of C(k−1), and ⊗ denotes
the Kronecker product operator; see also Def. 6. The regularized
version of Eq. 13 is given as:

A(k ) ← argmin
Ar eд

[(B(k−1) ⊙ C(k−1))† · X(1)]
T + r (A(k−1)) (14)

Constraints are implemented in such a way that when the con-
straints are violated then r(.) takes the value of infinity (∞), other-
wise in normal scenario regularization (e.g. sparsity, l1 etc.) uses
finite values to penalize undesirable but reasonable solutions. Fol-
lowing the steps in [39], the primal, an auxiliary and a dual vari-
ables as H ∈ RI×LR , H̃ ∈ RLR×I and U ∈ RI×LR , respectively are
introduced to account for the augmented Lagrangian of Eq. (14).
Each iteration optimizes factor A by means of AO-ADMM (given in
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algorithm 1) as:

L
(k )
A (H, H̃,U) = argmin

H,H̃
| |(Y(k)A · X(1))

T | |2F +Trace(HH
T )

+ r (H) + (ρ/2)| |H − H̃T + U| |2F
subject to H = H̃

(15)

where Y(k )A := (B(k−1) ⊙ C(k−1))†, and r (H) is the regularizer (e.g.
non-negativity, sparsity etc.) constraint on factor A. The Lagrange
multiplier ρ is set to minimum value between 10−3 and (| |YA | |2F /LR)
to yield good performance. The AO-ADMM solver advances further
by iteratively updating the variables H, H̃ ,U until a convergence
criterion is met, i.e. whether the prescribed error tolerance is met,
i.e., | |A(k )curr − A(k )prev | |F /| |A

(k)
prev . | |F ≤ ϵ or maximum number of

iterations are reached.

4.1.2 Factor B update. Update of factor B = [B1 B2 . . .BR ] ∈
RJ×LR can be similarly obtained by solving the sub-problem as:

B(k ) ← argmin
B≥0

[(C(k−1) ⊙ A(k))† · X(2)]
T + r (B(k−1)) (16)

, and its AO-ADMM solver as :

L
(k )
B (H, H̃,U) = argmin

H,H̃
| |(Y(k)B · X(2))

T | |2F +Trace(HH
T )

+ r (H) + (ρ/2)| |H − H̃T + U| |2F
subject to H = H̃

(17)

where H ∈ RJ×LR , H̃ ∈ RLR×J and U ∈ RJ×LR and Y(k )B :=
(C(k−1) ⊙ A(k ))† := [(c(k−1)1 ⊗ A(k )1 ) (c

(k−1)
2 ⊗ A(k )2 ) . . . (c

(k−1)
R ⊗

A(k)R )]
†, providing a similar optimization problem as in 14. Eq. 17

formulates the update rule for solving (14) and similarly method
using a general framework for cLL1 to update factor B.

Proposition 1: If the sequence generated by AO-ADMM in
Algorithm 1 is bounded, then the sequence {A(k),B(k),C(k)}
and AO-ADMM converges to a stationary point of Equ. 12.

Proof: The convergence follows from [[16], Theorem 1;
[35], Theorem 2].

4.1.3 Factor C update. Update of factor C = [c1 c2 . . . cR ] ∈
RK×R is obtained by fixing A and B at their most recent values, and
solving it by :

C(k) ← argmin
Cr eд

{
[(A(k )1 ⊙c B

(k )
1 )1L1 . . . (A

(k )
R ⊙c B

(k )
R )1LR ]

† · X(3)
}T

+ r (C(k−1))
(18)

whereX(3) := [(A1⊙c B1)1L1 (A2⊙c B2)1L2 . . . (AR ⊙c BR )1LR ]·C
T .

Utilizing an AO-ADMM approach, the augmented Lagrangian is
represented as:

L
(k )
C (H, H̃,U) = argmin

H,H̃
| |(Y(k)C · X(3))

T | |2F +Trace(HH
T )

+ r (H) + (ρ/2)| |H − H̃T + U| |2F
subject to H = H̃

(19)

where H ∈ RK×R , H̃ ∈ RR×K and U ∈ RK×R and Y(k )C := (A(k ) ⊙
B(k ))† := [(A(k)1 ⊗B

(k)
1 )1L1 (A

(k )
2 ⊗B

(k )
2 )1L2 . . . (A

(k )
R ⊗B

(k )
R )1LR ]

†.
The normalization (cr ← cr /| |cr | |) is applied to each column of
obtained factor matrix C(k ) to avoid any underflow or overflow.

Our proposed method readily extends to higher-order tensors,
since the underlying tensor model BTD - rank (L,L,1) mathemat-
ically extends naturally as such. In this study, we focus on three-
mode tensor only for simplicity.

Algorithm 1: RichCom: Discovering Rich Community Struc-
ture
Input: X ∈ RI×J×K , L ∈ RR , Max iterations Imax .
Output: Factor matrices A, B, C, Structures S.
1: (A, B, C) ← cLL1(X, L, Imax )

2: Dr ← (Ar · BTr ) ∀r ∈ R
3: {Ynodes , Ycomm } ← communityDetection(D)
4: for i = 1 : total communities do
5: m ← Ynodes (f ind(Ycomm == i))
6: Ti ← X(m,m,m)
7: Si ← encode(Ti ) ▷ using section 4.2

8: end for

9: Visualize S ▷ using section 4.4

Return (A, B, C, S)

10: Function cLL1 (X, L, Imax )
11: Initialize A, B, C randomly
12: s ← sum(L) ; R ← lenдth(L)
13: X(1) = tenmat (X, 1); X(2) = tenmat (X, 2); X(3) = tenmat (X, 3)
14: while k < Imax or not-convergence do
15: G← AAT ; Y(k )A ← (B

(k−1) ⊙ C(k−1))†

16: F←
(
Y(k )A · X(1)

)T ; ρ =min(10−3, ( | |Y(k )A | |
2
F /s)

17: A(k ), Â(k ) ← ADMM(A(k−1), Â(k−1), F, G, ρ)
▷ Algorithm ADMM step [39]

18: G← BBT ; Y(k )B ← (c
(k−1) ⊙ A(k ))†

19: F←
(
Y(k )B · X(2)

)T ; ρ =min(10−3, ( | |Y(k )B | |
2
F /s)

20: B(k ), B̂(k ) ← ADMM(B(k−1), B̂(k−1), F, G, ρ)
21: G← CCT ; Y(k )C ← (A

(k ) ⊙ B(k ))† =

[(A(k )1 ⊗ B(k )1 )1L1 (A
(k )
2 ⊗ B(k )2 )1L2 . . . (A(k )R ⊗ B(k )R )1LR ]

†

22: F← Y(k )C · X(3)
)T ; ρ =min(10−3, ( | |Y(k )C | |

2
F /s)

23: C(k ), Ĉ(k ) ← ADMM(C(k−1), Ĉ(k−1), F, G, ρ)
24: end while

25: Return A, B, C
26: end Function

4.2 Community Structure Encoding

Once the proposed solver returns the solution of (12), next step is
to find communities by extracting weakly connected components
[17] from first two dimensions of tensor i.e obtained matrices Dr =

(Ar · BTr ) from factors A and B. Once the communities are formed,
we extract the sub-tensors Ti ∈ R

b×b×b from original multi-aspect
graph or tensor using nodes falls under each community and we
find structure S such as FC: Full Clique; NC: Near Clique; ST: Star;
CH: Chain; CB: Complete Bipartite; NB: Near Bipartite, that best
describes its characteristics using below encoding cost (average
bits) B(T) with help of J. Rissanen modeling BN [36]. We observed
that these structures appear very frequent, in most of real world
data, (e.g in company communication networks, there is possibility
of one way interaction that results in star (hub and spoke) structure
and in friendship network, most of friends are connected to each
other forming cliques or near cliques etc).
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4.2.1 Cliques and Near Cliques. These are the simplest struc-
tures, as all the nodes have a similar role. For a full and near cliques,
we compute a set of fully-connected or almost fully connected
nodes. Consider sub-tensor T ∈ R |b |× |b |× |b | , where |b | is number
of nodes fall in the community and |nz | as number of non-zero ele-
ments in T. Also, consider |n | represents number of nodes having
at least two non-zero element in T. Now, if {|nz | = |b | ∗ |b | ∗ |b |}
then sub-tensor is considered as full clique, otherwise between
range {0.75 ∗ |b | ∗ |b | ∗ |b | ≤ |nz | ≤ |b | ∗ |b | ∗ |b |}, sub-tensor is
refereed as near clique and we formalize the average bits to encode
the structure as.

B
(FC,NC)
T = BN(T) + log2(

|b |
C |n |) − |nz | log(|nz |)

− |z | log(|z |) + 3b3 log(b)
(20)

where |z | are number of elements not present in T. The intuition is
that the more sparse a near-clique is, encoding will be cheaper.

4.2.2 Star. A star is very special case of the structure because of
its highly sparse nature and it consists of a single node we call it
hub connected to at least other two nodes. Consider sub-tensor
T ∈ R |b |× |b |× |b | and we formulate the average bits to encode the
structure as :

B
(ST )
T = BN(T) + log2(

|b |−1C |n−1 |) + n log(n) (21)

where |n | represents number of nodes having at least one non-zero
element in T and |b | is number of nodes fall in the community.

4.2.3 Chain. In the chain structure, each node is linked to only
one of its adjacent next node and forming a super-diagonal sub-
tensor that means it has non-zero elements below, above and at the
diagonal position only. Consider sub-tensor T ∈ R |b |× |b |× |b | and
we formulate the average bits to encode the structure as :

B
(CH )
T = BN(T) + |n | log2(|b |) (22)

where |n | represents number of nodes having at least one non-
zero diagonal element in T and |b | is number of nodes fall in the
community.

4.2.4 Bipartite and Near Bipartite. A complete bipartite and
near-bipartite structure is a sub-tensor whose nodes can be divided
into two subsets C1 and C2 such that no edge has both endpoints
in the same subset. We formulate the average bits to encode the
structure as :

B
(CB,NB)
T = BN(C1) + BN(C2) + log2(

|b |
C |n2 |)

log2(
|b |
C |n1 |) + −|nz | log(|nz |) − |z | log(|z |)

+ 3b3 log(b)

(23)

where |nz | as number of non-zero elements in T, |z | are number of
elements not present in T, |n1 | and |n2 | represents number of nodes
having at least two non-zero element in C1 and C2, respectively.

4.3 Encoding the Error

We encode the errors made by structure S with regard to X and
store the information in two separate encoding matrix E+ and E−.
The former refers to the area of X that structure S include and later

refer as the area of X that S does not include. We formulate the
average bits to encode the error as:

B(E+) = log2( |E
+ |) − | |E+ | | log( |nz |) − | |E+ | |

′
log( |z |) + |E | log( |b |)

B(E−) = log2( |E
− |) − | |E− | | log( |nz |) − | |E− | |

′
log( |z |) + | |E | | log( |b |)

(24)

where E = E+ +E−. We first encode the number of 1s in E+ and E−,
then followed by sending the actual 1s and 0s to its optimal prefix
codes.

4.4 Visualization of Community Structure

Community structure visualization is a powerful tool to convey
the content of a community and can highlight patterns, and show
connections among nodes. We developed tool (link1) in MATLAB to
visualize each community structure. Figure 6 is visualization of a few
structures discovered by RichCom that provide summarization with
the minimum encoding cost in American college football dataset.
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Figure 6: Visualization: a few community structures of Football[37]

dataset.

Finally, by putting everything together, we obtain the general
version of our RichCom and ADMM solver,as presented in Algo-
rithm 1 and 2, respectively.

Algorithm 2: ADMM solver for Equ. (12).
Input: Residual matrices RH , RU , RF , RG , and ρ
Output: RH , RU
1: L← Lower Cholesky decomposition(RG + ρI)
2: while iter < IADMM or (r < ϵ and s < ϵ ) do

3: R̃H ← (LT )−1L−1(RF + ρ(RH + RU )
4: R0

H ← RH
5: RH ← argminRH r (RH ) +T r (RG ) +

ρ
2 | |RH − R̃

T
H + RU | |

6: RU ← RU + RH − R̃H
7: r ← | |RH − R̃TH | |

2
F / | |RH | |F

8: s ← | |RH − R̃0
H | |

2
F / | |RU | |F

9: end while

Return (RH , RU )

5 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

We evaluate the quality, scalability, and real-world utility of Rich-
Com on both real and synthetic datasets. We used MatlabR2016b for
our implementations, along with functionalities for tensors from
the Tensor-Toolbox [2] and Tensorlab [42].

5.1 Experimental Setup

We provide the datasets used for evaluation in Table 3.

5.1.1 Synthetic Data. In order to fully control and evaluate the
community structures in our experiments, we generate synthetic
graphs and converted them into multi-aspect graphs or tensor with
different cluster density. The code for both generators are available
at link1. Consider graph or network G = (V ,E), represented by
node or vertex (V) and relation between entities are defined by
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Method

Precision
FC ST CH CB FC ST CH CB

With Noise Without Noise
RichCom 0.93 0.71 0.35 0.71 0.98 0.85 0.75 0.79
VoG[21] − − − − 0.86 1 0.65 0.0

TimeCrunch [38] 0.58 0.73 0.0 0.0 0.74 0.73 0.0 0.23

Table 2: Result based on structures found correctly in synthetic

datasets (higher is better).

weighted or unweighted edges (E,Wi j ) s.t. (V, E,W) ∈ RN×N .
LetWi j denotes the edge weight if (i , j) ∈ E, otherwiseWi j = 0.
Consider Xn = (V, E

(n),W(n)) ⊂ G denotes the structure con-
structed as the sub-tensor by subset of nodes N ∈ V and third
mode as its single and two-hop neighbors. The tensor X captures
dependencies between structures in graph G. In a network, the
proposed multi-aspect representation is indeed capable of preserv-
ing the inherent "structure" among node adjacency along the 3rd
mode. We add Gaussian(µ,σ ) white noise where the interactions
in X are uniformly distributed. This makes recovering the original
communities structure increasingly challenging.

5.1.2 Real Data. Table 3 provides a brief description of the real-
world datasets from different domains that we use in our exper-
iments.The Football[37] dataset is network of American football
games of Fall 2000; European Air Traffic Network(ATN) [19] multi-
layer network composed of 37 different layers and each one corre-
sponding to a different airline operating in Europe; Wikipedia[23]
consists of users participating in the elections over 7 days and its
bipartite in nature; EU-Core[46] consists of e-mail data from a large
European research institution over 526 days; Autonomous Systems
(AS)-level interconnection[30] consists of multi-aspect of peering
information inferred from (a) Oregon route-views, (b) RIPE RIS
BGP, (c) Looking glass data, and (d) Routing registry, all combined
and Enron[34] consists of a million emails communication over 899
unique dates.

5.1.3 The baseline method. We compare exploration for methods:
(a) VoG[21]: finds meaningful patterns in single-layer graphs. We
find each structure of X iteratively with it and remove any du-
plicate structure found for fair analysis and (b) TimeCrunch[38]:
find coherent, temporal patterns in dynamic graphs, and evaluate
RichCom: our proposed method to discover rich community struc-
tures in multi-aspect graphs. It is also noted that RichCom does
not necessarily compete against [21] and [38], it is an alternative
way of achieving the same goal as those method while incorporat-
ing joint information from all aspects. Furthermore, the proposed
method has direct implications in advancing our ability to analyze
general multi-aspect data, where the underlying latent structure is
not necessarily rank-1.

Note: Traditional community detection approaches rely on ker-
nel functions, summary graph statistics (e.g., degrees or clustering
coefficients) or designed features to extract structural data from
graphs for measuring local structures (cliques and lines). How-
ever, these approaches are limited because these hand-engineered
features are inflexible and designing these features can be time-
consuming and expensive. In this work, we only focus on directly re-
lated baselines approaches i.e. VoG[21] and TimeCrunch[38]. Thus,
even though the extracted sub-structures can be used to identify
members of each community, the scope of this work is to identify

the structures themselves, and thus we do not compare against
community detection methods since the objectives are different.

5.1.4 Estimating Rank R and L. In this work, we deal with two
different kinds of Rank a) the rank ‘R’ of a tensor X and b) each ‘r ’
block having rank - (L, L, 1). Finding the rank R of a tensor X itself
is a extremely hard problem [15] and out of the scope of this paper.
But we refer the interested reader to previous heuristics studies
which try to estimate a low-rank estimation [29, 31] for an overview.
In our case, it also requires further research on the relationship
between rank R and rank L of each block and it is beyond the scope
of this paper. For our work, we set rank R of tensor X as 5 and
vary the rank L of block between 10 − 30, experimental analysis is
provided in sub-section 5.2.3.

5.2 Experimental Results

5.2.1 Qualitative Analysis. In this section, we provide quantita-
tive evaluation and analysis of our method for structure discovery
on synthetic and real-world datasets. Table 3 reports the resulting
discovered structures.

Synthetic: A network of 50 cliques, 30 stars, 20 chains and 20
bipartite structures is generated and converted to tensor using one-
hop neighbor relation with added noise. Discovered structures are
presented in Tbl. 3 and quality in terms of finding correct structures
is given in Tbl. 2. RichCom and VoG able to detect almost all of the
structures (e.g clique, star and bipartite). VoG successfully detected
most of the chains, both RichCom and TimeCrunch not able to
detect all chain structures because of added noise to multi-aspect
format of graph. However, for RichCom, we don’t observe a signif-
icant drop in discovery of any structure after discarding the noise.
EU-Core[46]: This is a temporal higher-order network dataset of
emails between members of the research institution during Octo-
ber 2003 to May 2005 (18 months) and messages can be sent to
multiple recipients of 42 departments. Agreeing with hunch, EU-
Core consists of a large number of clique and near-clique structures
corresponding to many instances of discussion within department.
However, we also find numerous re-occurred stars (see Tbl. 3) which
indicate email communication between different departments. In-
terestingly, figure 7 shows researchers for 4months (corresponding
to Oct, 2004 - Jan, 2005) forming continuous near clique structure,
consisting of 85 researchers who communicated each month be-
longing to same department. Suddenly, some members disappeared
during Dec’04 and again in Jan’05 communication resumed back
normally. We suspect that this may indicate the days corresponding
to Festival of Lights, Christmas celebration week and New Year’s
Eve holiday time.
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Figure 7: RichCom finds 107 research members in EU-core forming

a continuous near clique (≈ 43% density) over the observed last 4

months (a-d). The member’s interaction drop (see (c)) indicates the

festival month (e.g December).
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Dataset

Statistics RichCom VoG[21] TimeCrunch [38]

Nodes |nz| FC NC ST CH CB NB FC NC ST CH CB NB FC NC ST CH CB NB

Synthetic 5k 0.2m 54 − 42 7 52 5 58 − 30 13 − − 29 − 22 − − −

Football 115 8k 11 10 35 1 − 32 8 − 2 − 6 4 35 − 66 − − 1
European-ATN 450 10k 65 12 217 − 24 48 414 − − − − − 5 − 206 6 11 −

EU-Core 1k 221k 329 136 1829 360 31 530 731 − 1471 45 41 218 12 − 1996 499 36 192
Wikipedia 7k 0.4m 55 71 1373 11 30 97 1515 − 536 13 1 53 108 − 939 77 1 115
AS-level 13k 0.7m 4 26 1246 32 6 237 2 − 626 26 3 170 2442 − − 3 3 130
Enron 32k 1.9m 11 57 1800 48 3 127 9 − 1507 30 2 119 1122 − 126 146 − 107

Table 3: Summarization of community (having > 1 node) structures found in datasets. The most frequent structures are the ‘star’ and ‘near

bipartite’. For each dataset, we provide the frequency of each structure type: ‘FC’ for full cliques, ‘NC’ for near-cliques, 1ST’ for star, ‘CH’ for

chains, ‘CB’ for complete-bipartite, and ‘NB’ for near bipartite.

Football[37]: Figure 8 provide visualization of Top-10 commu-
nity structures discovered by RichCom and we plot these nodes
using original football graph and mapped them to ground truth
communities provided in literature. Football dataset is character-
ized by multiple cliques and near (cliques) structures. Interestingly,
we found 10 conferences forming near cliques (in literature, total
12 conferences are given as ground truth) and few of the confer-
ences teams had games with other conferences groups that result
in formation of near bipartite and star relation.
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Figure 8: Top 10 structures of football teams found by RichCom.

Figure 8 provide visualization for the structures found by Rich-
Com and we plot these nodes using original football graph and
mapped them to ground truth communities provided in literature.

Wikipedia[23]: It is a bipartite graph between users (e.g voter,
admins and nominators) participating in the elections. As such, it
is characterized by multiple stars and (near) bipartite structures.
Many of the voters cast vote to the single user (nominee), as in-
dicated by the presence of 1389 stars and provide the vote as sup-
port/neutral/oppose for particular nominee on election week. In-
terestingly, it is observed that more than half (65%) of these star
discovered on the very first day of election (on Sept 14, 2004), in-
dicating the strong support for their favorable nominee. Also, it
is observed that about more than half of the votes casted by ex-
isting admins and they form near bipartite relation with ordinary
Wikipedia users.

Autonomous Systems (AS)[30] : TheAS-level dataset is largely
comprised of stars and few near clique and bipartite structures. We
discover large proportion of stars which occur only at Oregon route-
view instance. Further analyzing these results in Fig 9, we find that
985 of the 1246 stars (73%) are found on first instance on Oregon
route-view and rest were observed in Looking glass and Routing reg-
istry instance. Interestingly, for 2 consecutive weeks, we observed
set of routers form (near) clique structure, but later turned into
(near) bipartite form indicate operational routers tables changes
over time. When a connection between two observed routers on
an earlier snapshot disappears from later snapshots, it could be

caused either by actual termination or simply by a change in the
route server’s set of peer routers. The RichCom summary for both
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Figure 9: AS-level: Adjacency matrix of the (a) top star (4234 nodes)
and (b) near bipartite (624× 522 nodes) structure found by RichCom,

corresponding to route-view of "traffic flows".

Enron[34] and European ATN[19] datasets is very interesting
and provided in Sec 5.3.

5.2.2 Scalability. We also evaluate the scalability of the method.
We present the run-time (Fig. 10) of RichCom and baseline method
TimeCrunch [38] with respect to the number of non-zero elements
in the input tensor. For this purpose, we use sub-tensors form of
Enron dataset consists of a millions of emails and method is flexible
enough to deal over all the layers. Also, we evaluate proposed
method on synthetic data with increasing two modes (I and J) of
tensor with third mode (K) equivalent to 2% and 20% of I. Fig. 10
shows near linear run-time for million edges. For our experiment
we used Intel(R) Xeon(R), CPU E5-2680 v3 @ 2.50GHz machine
with 48 CPU cores and 378GB RAM. It is worth noting that since it
is a AO-ADMM optimization framework, it is possible to parallelize
the implementations, which can enable its feasible adoption for
analysis of even larger multi-aspect or time evolving tensors.

5.2.3 Parameter Selection L and R. We use synthetic dataset
with 20 cliques and 20 stars consisting of 50 nodes in each structure.
To evaluate the impact of R, we fixed rank of each block i.e. L. We
can see that with higher values of the R, number of cliques and star
structure discovered is improved as shown in Figure 11 (a). Also,
it is observed that after R ≥ 5, it become saturated. Similarly, we
fixed rank R = 5 and vary L. We found that for L ≥ 10 all structures
discovery become stable.

5.2.4 Convergence of RichCom. Here we demonstrate the conver-
gence of Algorithm 1 for cLL1 on three real datasets i.e Football[37],
European ATN[19] and EU-Core[46] network that we use for
evaluation. The stabilization of fitness is observed after iteration
33, 48 and 45 for Football, EU-Core and EU-ATN, respectively. Fig-
ure 12 summarizes the convergence of the algorithm, showing the
approximated fitness as a function of the number of iterations. It is
clear that the algorithm converges to a very good approximation
within 40 − 50 iterations. As our method is developed based on
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accelerated AO-ADMM approach [Razaviyayn et al. [35], Huang

et al. 2016 [16] and Smith et al. 2017 [39]], it follows the same
convergence rules and the proof follows from that work.

5.3 RichCom at Work

Beyond our qualitative analysis of the structure discovery in the
six real dataset in Tbl. 3, we also consider a sample community
structure analysis from the two datasets in Fig. (2 , 13), and present
our findings in this section. Case Study 1: The European air traffic
network can be represented as a graph composed ofK = 37 different
layers or aspects each representing a airline (e.g Lufthansa, KLM
etc). Each layer k has the same number of nodes, |I | = 450, as all
European airports (e.g London Heathrow, Zurichi Kloten Airport
etc) are represented in each layer. RichCom extracted two struc-
tures i.e. ‘star’ (Fig 2(b)) and ‘cliques’ (Fig 2(c)) frequently from
this dataset, layers comprising in particular, major national air-
lines (e.g Lufthansa→ 1, Finnair→ 4 and KLM→ 9), low-cost fares
(e.g Ryanair→ 2, Easyjets→ 3), regional (e.g Olympic Air→ 37,
Aegean Airlines→ 30) or cargo airlines like Fed-Ex. Figure 2(a)
show, instead, the single-layer ATN corresponding to a given ma-
jor,regional and low-cost airlines reconstructed from decomposed
factors using cLL1. These types of airlines have developed based
on different commercial and structural constraints. As an example,
it is well known that national airlines are designed as star network
and ensuring the hub and spoke structure, to provide an almost
full coverage of the airports belonging to a given country and maxi-
mize efficiency in terms of national or governmental transportation
interests. On other hand low-cost airlines try to avoid this unify
structures and, to be more aggressive, generally cover more than
one country simultaneously, results in formation of near clique
structures. One of the other reasons is that low-cost airlines stay
away from busy and expensive hubs. They manage to operate from
smaller airports through which ground times and delays are re-
duced that lead to cost reduction. The result of this study show that
RichCom successfully exploit the multi aspect nature of data to
discover the various useful structures.

Case Study 2: We use four years (1999-2002) of Enron email
communications. In each view, the nodes represent email addresses
and edges depict sent/received/cc relations. This network contains
a total of ≈ 32k unique email addresses used only for the communi-
cation inside organization; and we analyze the data over 899 days
including weekends also. The RichCom captures structures formed
and changed during the major events in the company’s history,
such as revenue losses, CEO changes, etc. The interesting case is
the constant increase in star structures between Jan and April 2001,
this abnormal increase was an indicator of cover up of accounting
fraud happens at that time; (see Fig. 13(a)). Jeffrey Skilling (CEO)
and Kenneth Lay (Chairman) were conducting regular meeting
with their top executives (e.g. Sally Beck (Chief Operating Officer),
Vincent Kaminski (Quantitative Modeling Group Head), Darren
Farmer (Logistics Manager), Michelle Lokay (Administrative Assis-
tant), Louise Kitchen (Enron-online President),Williams III (Senior
Analyst), Tim Belden (Trading Head) and Richard Sanders (Assis-
tant General Counsel)), forming star structure (see Figure 13(b)), in
order to find new ways to handle Enron’s liability. Second observa-
tion from structure is shown in Figure 13(c) where Tim Belden’s
email address used to send emails to the Enron’s World Trade cen-
ter Office: ‘center.dl-portland@enron.com’ during time period of
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Figure 13: (a) Formation of star (include top executives only) structures over period of Jan to April 2001 (b) themost informative ‘star’ structure

describing interactions between CEO and top executives during accounting fraud of Enron. (b) the second most informative star structure -

email communication between Tim Belden and Enron’s World Trade center office.

Oct - Dec 2001. But he also send a few emails to other employees
inside the company as well. This would ensure that RichCom dis-
covers most relevant people as central hub and further analysis
could reveal more interesting patterns.

What sets RichCom apart: none of the state-of art method
meet all the following specifications (which RichCom does): (a)
consider multi-aspect graphs or tensors, (b) discover efficient com-
munities using tensor decomposition approach and, (c) provide
summarization of obtained community’s structure by leveraging
higher-order correlations between different aspects (either over
time or over different views/aspects) to inform the extraction.

6 RELATEDWORK

In this section, we provide review of the work related to our algo-
rithm. At large, in the literature this work can be categorized into
two main categories as described below:

Multi-aspect Community Detection: Real data usual exhibit
different cross-domain relations and can be represented as multi-
aspect graphs. In [3] the authors introduce a graph theoretic based
community detection algorithm over multi-aspect graphs and rela-
tionships between nodes represented by various types of edges. In
[13, 32] the authors introduce a robust algorithm for community de-
tection on multi-view graphs based on tensor decomposition which
uses a regularized CP model with sparsity penalties. In addition
to different graph views, "time" is also a multi-aspect feature of a
graph. Finally, most recently in [12] the authors propose a method
for identifying and tracking dynamic communities in time-evolving
networks. None of these works summarize in terms of local struc-
tures; our work focuses on interpretable community structures.

Static/DynamicGraph Summarization: Graph basedmethod
like [40] and [45] uses structural equivalence and minimum DFS
code, respectively, to simplify single graph representation to obtain
a compressed smaller graph. VoG [21] uses minimum descriptive
length to label sub-graphs in terms of a vocabulary including cliques,
stars, chains and bipartite cores on static graphs. Further, Time-
Crunch [38] extends [21] for dynamic graphs and it uses MDL to
label and stitch the dynamic sub-graphs. Here, compression is not
our aim. Our work proposes AO-ADMM based constrained Block
Term-(L, L, 1) decomposition for multi-aspect graphs to label com-
munity structures and provides an effective and stable algorithm
for discovering them.

TensorDecomposition andOptimization: Besideswell known
CP and Tucker decomposition, the Block Term Decomposition aka

BTD was presented in the 3-segment papers [8–10]. BTD provides
a tensor decomposition in a sum of Tucker terms. The paper [7]
use BTD in modeling process for better exploitation of the spatial
dimension of fMRI images. In literature, well-suited optimization
framework namely Alternating Method of Multipliers, that has
shown promise in other, simpler tensor models [1, 16, 39] was
introduced to speed up tensor decomposition process.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We proposed RichCom and cLL1, a novel constrained (L, L, 1) based
framework to learn and encode the community structures. The
performance of the proposed method is assessed via experiments
on synthetic as well as six real-world networks.

Take-home points:

• cLL1 is novel constrained LL1-tensor decomposition method,
and alternating optimizationwith alternating directionmethod
of multipliers (AO-ADMM) is developed to recover the non-
negative and sparse factors. The utility of cLL1 extends
beyond multi-aspect graphs to general multi-aspect data
mining, where the underlying latent structure is richer than
rank-1.
• Through experimental evaluation on multiple datasets, we
show that cLL1 provides stable decompositions and offering
high quality structure via RichCom within reasonable run
time, in the presence of overlapping and non-overlapping
communities.
• Utility: we provide a simple and effective multi-aspect graph
generator.

There are several items that can be considered for future work.
First, as a natural extension, one can generalize this to account for
higher order (> 3 modes) data. Second, AO-ADMM admits parallel
extensions, which can enable the exploration of billion-scale multi-
aspect graphs .
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